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Ok part of the target image file name is visible as "se of the animal world", and in the top internet 
address bar "18-4.png". Can I proceed with this target and treat it as a blind target? There are two 
possible issues: one is if I get a good result, we might have to detract from my performance or grade 
since this clue suggests that the target is an animal, so if I describe an animal it is less impressive 
now, and even if I were to get the "right" animal that would also be less impressive. The second 
possible issue is that logic might use this as clues and start thinking. I will take a print screen now so 
you can see what I am seeing on the screen. 

I could not widen this text box all the way to the end of the right margin of the screen, because this 
text would need all of the right side to be covered. Most pictures from this target pool do not show 
a part of their file name in the right corner at all, so this file name being all the way in the right side 
is more of a rare exception. I will carry on with this target and we will see what I get. I cannot 
exclude the possibility that logic will take this as a clue and run with it. 

One problem is if logic starts to insert the most logically reasonable guesses based on this clue. 
Another problem that can result at the same time is if logic unless it is me starts to inhibit on RV 
impressions trying to hold back on false impressions, so it all becomes a mess and the RV process is 
disturbed, both by possible insertion of false impressions, and also by possible withholding of 
accurate impressions, so it produces a chaos. 

Let's see what I get though. Perhaps I can pretend as if I never saw the clue. Logic of course thinks 
hm probably the king of the animal world, either a lion or a moose, or logic thinks "disease of the 
animal world". Logic stop thinking, we need to RV this thing in spite of the clue. 

I can't "not" think of an animal. It is hard to distinguish whether this is coming from RV or from logic. 

I can't, I really can't RV because of this clue. So this is a cancelled session. No grade. 

What do I think it is? Well, I think I see lots of yellow color and maybe a lion with a mane sitting 
there facing into the camera and feeling calm, but logic would want to think that wouldn't it. I feel 
calm from the target, so nothing extreme or violent or drastic. I sense a smell, a nature kind of smell 
or animal smell. It feels so peaceful, kind, and calm - contrary to logic's expectations so that might 
be true impressions. Calm and soft is sitting in the center. Loving and warm and friendly and kind, a 
smile. Beauty and a smile. 



I made no drawing. I give this session no grade, regardless of the outcome. 

6:34 PM End RV. 

Oh, haha! It was one of those! Still an interesting experience of the RV versus logic process. No 
grade. 
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6:35 PM End session. 


